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THE SPATIAL LIMITS OF ECONOMIC
COMPETITIVENESS OF HEAT FROM
MIXED POWER AND HEAT PLANTS

France aimeo ms 76 l9pp

[Article by P. Charroppin, based on the author’s Oct—Nov 1975
article entitled “Some thoughts on optimizing long—dist ance
heat transport systems and their storage facilities]

[Text ] This document is an inquiry into the spatial competitive-
ness of calories from mixed plants (producing both power and
heat).

The procedure followed here is this : calculate the overall cost ,
• discounted over 20 years , of heat ing average dwellings using dif—

ferent heat ing techniques and different kinds of energy suppli-
ers delivering comparable services to the residents. The inves-
tigation deals with electric heat ing, the use of heat directly
from power plants equipped for mixed production, and heat from a
local community heat source (using heavy N°2 fuel oil).

A. The first step consists in picking out your average dwellings.
We selected four kinds of dwellings quite represent ative of exis-
ting or future housing. As is generally done, we assume that the
average dwelling has 80 square meters of floor space and 200 Cu-
bic meters of interior volume.

1. Types of dwellings

Type I: “Old standards” dwellings
Here we are in fact talking about relatively recent housing, but
built prior to the insulation regulations. Hot—water heat (at
90/70°C or 80/600 by radiators or heated by floor and ceiling
radiant heat . Nat ural ventilation .
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Tvoe II or “new standards” dwellings

These are housing units built to comply with the recent regula-
tions concerning heat insulation, meaning that they have G coef-
ficients, and 1 to 1.1 watts/cubic meter x OC. Hot—water heat.
Controlled mechanical circulation and ventilation . (VNC)

Type III or “reinf orced insulation” or
“electric” dwellings

These are houses built so as to use electricity most efficiently,
with G coefficients between 0.8 and 0.9 watts per cubic meter x0C.
Mixed electric heat, floor heated by storage during slack hours
in the structures (floors), packup and regulation by convectors.
Controlled mechanical ventilation.

Type IV or “advanced technology” dwellings

Here we have a type of housing with a “futuristic ” look to it, but
we did not think it would be very helpful to include it. Houses
of this kind have the same insulation as Type III, but they use new
techniques for recovering heat from air exhausts, actually using
heat pumps. The technology in this domain is quite advanced.
Basically, the heating is done by electricity. But this typs of
housing could use heat from other sources, . with the proviso that
the large mechanical component they contain must, however, neces—
sarily run on electricity. Hence replacement with other energy
sources can only be partial. Recovery presupposes that they are
equipped with controlled mechanical ventilation. 

•

2. Annual consumption rates of heat

These are more or less the following:

Type I 16,000 therms/yr or 200 th/m2/yr
Type II 10,000 therms/yr or 125 th/m2/yr
Type III 7,500 therms/yr or 95 Kwh/m2/yr
Type IV 4,500 therms/yr or 55 Kwh/m2/yr

As for Type II electric heating, these findings match those of
surveys performed in 1974—1975 in major recent housing complexes
after readjustment to allow for the relative mildness of that
particular winter. All findings concern the Paris region.

3. Investment costs

Type I: 70 Francs/m2 for heating installation (6000 francs per
dwelling unit); this cost includes the in-
terior installation in the unit (50 francs) a

and the distribution system in the cluster
or high—rise building (20 francs).

—2—
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Type II — 95 F/rd 65 francs of it for the heating installation (1)
and 30 francs per m2 for insulation in addi—
tion to Type I to comply with the new regula—
tion.

Type III —95F/m2 35 francs of it for the heating installation
and 60 francs/rd for reinforced insulation
(mainly for windows) (2)

(1) Cheaper than for Type 1 because good insulation cuts down
the dimensions of heat sources but also gives more flexibility
in the placement of radiators in the rooms (the reasons: less
chilling of air circulating along cold walls, more even tempera-
ture in the room, particularly of its walls), and hence some sav-
ings on plumbing.

(2) EDF’s argument concerning integrated electric heating. is
based particularly on the fact that the savings on the heating
installation proper makes it possible to “pay for ” the insulation
absolutely necessary to bring electricity consumption down to
acceptable levels.

Type IV — 160 F/m2, of which 60 francs/m2 are for reinforced in-
sulation sulation. This cost may seem high; in fact

it was increased to allow for the fact that
the mechanicaL equipment of the installation
must be amortized in 10 years and that from
the prospect of discounting over 20 years,
you must therefore add to the initial cost
the discounted value of replacing such equip-
ment at around the 10th year (say 50 percent
of the initial cost). However, we are deal-
ing here with technologies that are evolving
very swiftly, particularly in the area of mass
production of heat pumps: the costs are also
changing very fast.

All these costs are minima, corresponding to the most economical
designs. The literature frequently gives higher indices. (3)

(3) For example l60/m2 for fuel—oil heat. 85/m2 for electric
heat. 180/m2 for heating with heat pumps for detached dwellings
with additional insulation. (Source: CVC REVUE, November—Decem-
ber 1975.) 

-

B. Total discounted cost of electric heat for dwellings

On the basis of a 10—percent discount rate and an amortization
corresponding to an annual payment of about 11.8 percent, the
total discounted cost is obtained by adding to the investment
cost the consumption over a period of 8.5 years (8.5 ~~l00/ll.8).
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For this calculation, we shall use an average price per Kwh in—
cluding the fixed rate, according to the EDF rate. This average
price could be 15.2 centiines. For the Type III dwelling, it works
out to expenditures of 1140 francs/yr or 14.30 F/m2. This finding
coincides quite well with the surveys done in the Paris region
for the 1974/1975 season, which gave 12.60 francs/m2 for that
winter.

We shall therefore take 15 francs per square meter per year, and
the cost discounted over 20 years for Type III is then:

95 francs + 127.50 = 222.50 francs/id

similarly , for
Type IV we have: 160 francs + 72.00 = 232.00 francs/in2

The criticism one might adduce of this evaluation has to do essen-
tially with the realism of the EDF rate structure: we might ask
whether, following periods of inflation, it may not have suffered
too—marked distortion. However, one must be very prudent in any
attempt to evaluate rates in connection with electric heating, and
one must not forget the folloring factors :

a. Until such time as nuclear production is such that nuclear
electricity plus hydraulic electricity combined can meet the mini-
mum national winter requirements, using electricity to heat new
dwellings must be considered as using fuel oil. According to EDF
predictions, that tins should come around 1980.

b. As a consequence, there will be a gradual shift to nuclear
power, but it will be only partial, because in winter there will
always be the power provided by the “peak backup” plants, which
are fired with oil or coal. According to EDF, the percent age of
heating which might be considered as of nuclear origin will level
off around 1985 at two thirds of residential heating consumption.

c. There will always be a considerable portion of electric heat
provided by storage during slack hours, for which there is no in-
vestment in production or real high—voltage transport and which
simply uses, turn by turn, equipment which is also used for other
purposes. (1)

(1) Any direct attempt to find the real cost of a kilowatt hour
of electricity must allow for these points, and particularly,
must not be made solely on the basis of nuclear power. It must
be admitted that such an effort bristles with difficulties.

—4—
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C. Tot al discounted cost of heat ing with heat from
mixed plants. Determining transport margins.

1. Cost of heat produced in mixed olants

For heat from electric power plants to be utilized, the tempera-
ture must reach a level sufficient for it to find applications,
which rules out utilization of “exhaust” except perhaps those
from gas turbines. Given this, it is the result of a technical
and industrial process, and is a genuine product. The term “re-
covery heat” so widely used by pseudo—scientific types with su-
perficial or poorly assimilated knowledge, must be remorselessly
stamped out , because it is misleading.

We shall not be concerned here with “rigid” solutions for rais—
ing the temperature of the condenser. These solutions, which are
technically attractive to producers of heat for whom electricity
is a by—product obtained under advantageous conditions (with a
yield of practically 1 since you get practically 1 Kwh of d cc—
tricity in exchange for a thermal Kwh) are not applicable to

• large plants, because they lead inevit ably to gigantic yields of
heat which correspond to no existing requirements. We shall as-
sume therefore that we have adopted flexible solutions of the
“steam drawdown ” type, which retains the option of shifting from
one product to the other by substitution in the course of opera-
tions. (2)

(2) However , counter—pressure plants are interesting because they
make electricity as a cheap by—product of their heat, but
their power rating must be adapted to the heat ing system
they supply. The counter—pressure principle could, however ,
prove somewhat advantageous even for large plants if some
economically sound technique for seasonal heat storage were
developed, because storage would perhaps make it feasible
to obviate the major drawback of that technique, which is
its rigid link between instantaneous thermal and electrical
power levels, which is one of its essential features.

So there is a “subst itution” equivalence between heat and elec—
tricity production. By using staged drawdown processes which
would improve the substitution factor we could obtain , according
to some Swedish studies:

—5—
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6 thermal Kw per electric Kw lost at 165°C

9 thermal Kw per electric Kw lost at 95°C (Note)

( Note) This calls for advanced installations with downdraws
at several stages. In simple solutions you get only
4 (at 165°C) to 6.5 Kw (at 95°C) Kwth per Kwe lost.

This calls for complementary installations which must be amortized
and whose cost is not very well known at all. However, one appa-
rently very competent study by the SULZER REVUE TECHNIQUE gives
a yearly amortization figure of 0.82 Swiss centimes per therm
(or 1.46 French cent imes at present exchange rates) at around
130°C for annual operation of 5000 hours (which corresponds to a
complementary supply of 50 to 70 percent of the maximum heat re-
quirement , with the rest being supplied by local fossile-fired
plants). Amortization of the local backup heat source is inclu-
ded in this price and, by subtraction, we can assess amortization
of required modifications at about 1 centime/hr.

Apparently the price varies little with temperature, probably most
at 95°C and least at around 165°C. We shall take 1 centime for
both cases, so as not to risk discriminating against the low calo-
ries. However, if the additional needs are supplied by oil—fired
heat plants which will thereby be used inefficiently and will not
pay f or themselves out of their own production, we shall have to
stick with 1.46 ce~t imes per therm.

Furthermore, because of and through the general interconnection, •

the real sibstitution will be done (as in the case of electric
heating):

with fuel—generated electric Kwh until 1980 - —

with a variable proportion of fuel and nuclear Kwhe from
then on,

with this proportion tending to level off at 1/3 fuel, 2/3
nuclear after 1985.

The average kilowatt hour of electricity after 1985 can there—
fore be predicted as being:

1/3 10.5 + 2/3 x 6.58 = 7.88 centimes

on current bases.

The value of electrical energy lost per thermal Kwh delivered then
works out (on the basis of the Swedish studies) to:

—6—
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at 950 1.08 i/Kwh or l.25~/therm before 19800.88 i/Kwh or l.O2~/therm after 1985

at 165° l.76~/JCwh or 2.05w/therm before 1980
l.3l~/Kwh or l.53~/therm after 1985.

If we add the investment amortization costs for 5,000 equivalent
annual hours of production, we get :

at 950 2.25~/th before 1980 (2.7YC/~w/)
)

2.02~/th after 1985 (2.4CC/therm)

at 165° 3.O5~/th before 1980 (3.51 C/A .~h)
2.53~/th after 1985 (2.99 c/i~’i~h)

The costs in parentheses allow for amortization of the fuel—fired
back—up heat ing plants. These costs are to be compared with
those of the fuel—fired heating plants, currently at 5.8O~ per

• therm, or thereabouts.

Since distribution is the same in both cases, the transport margin
is the difference between 5.80 centimes and the calculated cost ,
or, taking the most favorable hypothesis of mixed production
(price after 1985) but retaining the back—up fuel—fired heating
plants :

5.8O~ — 2 .99~ = 2.8l~ per therm at 165°

5.800 — 2.480 = 3.320 per therm at 95~
2. Distribution costs

To establish a comparison with electric heat, you must allow in ad-
dition for the cost of distribution by an urban system. This is
a widely variable cost. We can nevertheless estimate it on the
basis of urban heating rates. The total transport margin is, a
priori , no more than 3.5 cent imes, otherwise urban heat ing would
not have managed to remain competitive with individual heating.
In fact, if we take 20 francs per square meter of housing as the
investment for the distribution system, or an ann~ial cost of2.36 francs per square meter for a Type I dwelling (consumption
200 therms per square meter), the amortization of the distribu—
tion system comes to 1.18 centimes per therm, and the total dis-
tribution cost to 1.50 centimes per therem (with the cost of pump—
ing which represents around 30 percent more) at 1650. These
costs can be considered as valid for average urban densities of
50 to 80 housing units or equivalent housing per hectare.

At 950, the cost we have selected is a little higher: plumbing,
if you stay with the same technology, is twice as costly, as is
pumping, but you get some of this back with exchangers . You can
count 26 francs per square meter or 2 centimes per therm (for
Type 1 dwellings).
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This gives us costs per therm, including distribution ( after
1985), of: 

-

4.52 cent imes at 95°C )
) rounded off at 4.5$

4.53 centimes at 165°C )

The gain in production due to the lowered temperature is entirely
absorbed by distribution; there is no relative margin left for
transport at 95°C. Hence the transport price at 95°C is economi-
cally acceptable only for direct distribution without intermediate
transport , absent technical advances lowering distribution costs
at 95°C which would not be applicable at 165°C .

With Type II housing, distribution costs are increased because
the systems are almost as costly for distributing less heat .
We can assume costs of 17 francs per square meter (at 1650) and
25 francs per square meter (at 950 for consumption levels of 125
therms/m2, or distribution costs of 1.67$ at 165° and 2.25$ at
95°C. In all ( after 1985):

- 4.73 cent imes at 95°C
rounded off at 4.7$

4.66 centimes at 165°C

Production at 95°C is clearly more costly, although the differ-
ence is not really significant.

3. Discounted cost of heating a dwelling

The discounted cost is just as good at 95°C as at 165°C (not in-
cluding transport);

for Type I housing — 70 + 8.5 x 200 x 0.045 = 146.5 francs MEAN
for Type II housing — 95+8.5 x 125 x 0.047 145 francs l45Fr

The transport martin is 77 francs for an electric dwelling Type
III (87 francs for Type IV, according to reports, or:

in case 1 (Type 1) 4.5$ per therm (at 950 or at 165°)

in case 2 (Type 2) 7.5$ per therm (at 950 or at 165°)

(but in the second case you must not forget that the flows are
40 percent smaller, and that this has a marked impact on unit
costs of transport).

In the immediate future, it is the competitive rating vis4—vis
oil heat that determines the margin available for transport.

— 8— - 
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If fuel costs in~rease in the future it may well be its competi-tive rating vis—a—vis electric heating.

These conslusions would be greatly modified if in the future we
were to have available a seasonal heat - storage system which would
make it possible to provide winter distribution of calories made
in summer; such manufacturing would not replace existing elec-
tric power production , but it would palliate the inadequacy of
electric power demand by rasing the base level , which would at
the same time lower the cost to the consumer of the Kwh of d cc—
tricity. We may hope for a gain of as much as e centime per
therm, upon which we should do well to charge the costs of sto-
rage (amortization, operation, and losses).

D. Residential electric heating and oil heating

It looked like a good idea to stop on the way and make a compari-
son between two types of individual residential heating.

- For individual home heating with oil, the cost of the individual
boiler more than makes up for the cost of piping outside the
house and of distribution. You have to reckon 90 francs per square
meter in Type I and 120 francs per square meter in Type II, which,
coupled with fuel costs of 9.5 centimes per therm, corresponds
to the real output of individual domestic boilers (with a lot of
optimism), gives the following discounted bills over 20 years:

• Type I 252 francs per square meter

Type II 220 francs per square meter

as compared with 222.50 francs per square meter for electric heat-
ing of a Type III dwelling.

There is good relative competitiveness for electric heat, which
- 

- 
might in the long run win out over all other systems for scattered
housing, if the relative cost of heating fuels continues to rise .

• We might point out, in passing, the advantages of insulation,
given the price of household heating fuels.

E. Transport distances. Spatial limits of compet itiveness

On the basis of 4,000 equivalent hours of transport (by which we
mean an hourly flow but such that the total annual flow is equal

• -- to the total flow during 4,000 hours at this constant flow at
normal power), which is enough to supply around 40 percent of the
maximum requirements of a town on the coldest day of winter, with

• the rest coming from elsewhere —— fuel—fired plants —— but in the
last analysis supplying it with at least 80 percent of its annual
consumption), the transport costs per therm in cent imes per 100
kilometers are shown in the following table as a function of the
feeder capacity for the following two cases:

—9—
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a. round—trip temperature differences of 1000C, which cor-
respond to delivery at l650C and return at a mean tern—
perature of 65°C;

b. round—trip temperature difference of 300C (or 950/650C);

TABLE I (2)

Nominal transport AT 1000 T 30°
capacity in Kth/hr (165°C) (95°C)

100 Kth/hr 8.2$ per 100 km 17.6$ per 100 Ian
• 200 “ 6.6 “ “ “ 13.7$ “

500 “ 4.3 “ “ “ 9 . 3 ( 3)  “
• 1000 “ 3.5 “ “ “ 7.5(4) “

1500 “ 2.8(3)” “ “ 6.5(4) “

These costs do not allow for loss costs, nor for the cost of
transport of losses. (Ms 1) (Ms 2) [illegible ,~ see p 10 of text]

(z) These results were obtained by a method of optimization cal—
culation not described here, on the basis of pipeline and plumb-
ing costs from a heating company. They coincide correctly with
findings from other sources, including some Swiss ones (published
in the SULZER REVUE TECHNIQUE) and some Swedish ones.

(3) Values extrapolated in an area where costs are not known with
any certainty (pipeline diameters greater than 1 meter).

(4) —d°— —d°— , but the pipelines are more than 1.5 meters in
diameter. It seems that looking toward gradual realization, one
would be well advised to double or triple them with costs which
would apparently be higher, in the long run, than those shown.

The prices in the two columns correspond to use of the 10—rated
steel tube as a main. Use of a different technique for low heats
could bring costs closer together. However , prices of pipeline
and ducts would have to be divided by 2.2 for equal diameter to
reach equality, which presupposes considerable progress still not
on the immediate horizon , although quite possible.

We shall adopt margins of 2.81$ at 165°C and 3.32$ at 95°C for
fuel, and of 4.5$ to 7.5$ for electricity, both for hot water at

• 950C and for water superheated to l650C. The 4.5$ value corre—
sponds to a housing cluster made up exclusively of houses with

— 10—



standard insulation ( Type I), and the 7.5 value to a cluster made
up of dwellings with the new insulation standards ( Type II).

In fact , you will generally have a mix of dwellings with various
types of insulation. This may pose a rate problem. Too high a
rate might encourage Type—I homeowners to insulate them better ,
because that would become quite profitable at such a juncture and
the result would be a drop in demand which would raise costs • So
new customers would have to be found, mainly in the less densely
built suburban areas where higher distribution costs would in-
crease the transport margin. It would therefore be rash to be-
lieve that you would really have a 7.5$ transport margin and to
calculate your maximum distances on that basis.

The calculation was nevertheless run, for purposes of enlight en—
ment only, to assess the effect which a cutback in flows might
have, f or a given population, if the dwellings were insulated.

1. Spatial limits of competitiveness in relation to
heat production by a local urban heating plant
burning fossil fuels (F . O . 2 . ) .

TABLE II

Feeder Population of the subdivision Maximum transport
power or town supplied distances

Case A. Type I Case B. Type II Hot water Superhot
dwellings, 40% dwellings, 40% wat er

supply supply

Demand lth/hr Demand 0.65th 95°C 165°Cper cap. (1) per hr/capita

100 Kth/hr 100,000 165,000 l8km(l5km) 27 Ian
200 Kth/hr 200,000 330,000 22km(l9km) 34 km
500 Kth/hr 500,000 825,000 33km(27km) 53 Ian
1000 Kth/hr 1,000,000 1,650,000 44kzi(~ 5km) 68 km
1500 Kth/hr 1,500,000 2,500,000 48lcnf(4lkm) 86 km

(1) 1 therm pe~ hour per capit a x 4000 hours per year x 3.3 in
habitrts , 1og’~ 13, 200 th/yr + fuel backup 15% = 16,000 th/yr
x log

(2) Very dubious values.

This table allows for losses and their transport cost , which ex-
plains why the maximum distances shown are slightly shorter than

• those which would result from a simple division of the margin by
• the indications in Table I. These reductions are just about con—

stant whatever the population (because the relat ive losses grow
as distance but drop as transport power , and wind up roughly even).
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Insodar as water at 95°C is concerned, the first aumber results
from a comparison with an urban heating syatem with 950 distribu-
t ion, the number in parenthesis results from a comparison with an
urban heating system with direct distribution at 165°C slightly
less costly, which, of course, cannot be tied into 950 transport
systems. The margin is thereby narrowed by 0.5 centimes per therm.

We have kept the kilometer number turned up by the calculation.
It is of course understood that on the level of precision of
this study, it has no significance at all . The only advantage
in retaining it was to give an idea of the order of magnitude of
certain factors.

Insofar as population is concerned, we have assumed that the en-
tire population was on the system, which is obviously quite an op-
timistic assumption. On the other hand, we did not allow for the
profitable contribution of tertiary activities, which is quant i-
tatively equivalent to an increase in population, and qualitative
as well , because tertiary demand is most oft en spread out over
time and thus has a levelling effect on the graph of demand vari-
ation.

Potable hot water , the demand fo which is better distributed,, is
also an improvement factor.

The values given for 1000 and 1500 kilothernis per hour at 95°C
are very dubious. It is quite likely that you would be well ad-
vised to use doubled or tripled piping and to limit the distance
to around 30 kilometers for reasons having to do with gradual
realization. A technical drop of 50 percent in the cost of pipes
usable at 95°C would bring that maximum up to around 50 kin.

2. Spatial limit of competitiveness between hot water (95°C)
and superheated water (165°C from power plants.

Hot water gas a relative margin of 0.51$ per therm.

This is entirely absorbed by distribution when you compare dis-
tribution at 95°C with distribution at 165CC. The competitive
limit for hot water thus becomes zero.

This margin persists if you are contemplating providing 95°C dis-
tribution in both cases, something which may occur. The 0.51$
margin then is completely consumed after 6 kilometers (for 100
Kth per hour) or 14 kilometers (for  1000 Kth per hour), dist ances
which are as a rule shorter than those between a town and a very
large plant —— particularly a nuclear plant —— except in rare cases
in the present state of affairs hot water is never competitive with
superheated water, unless there is local production and direct dis-
tribution. It will take considerable progress in transport tech—
nology for water at 95°C (though not at 1650C) to make even a
minor chance in this situation.

——12—
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TABLE III

Feeder power Type I housing Type II housing
(margin 4.5$/th) (margin 7.5$/th)

Town popu- Maximum Town popu- Maximum
lation distances lation distances

( Ian ) (km )

~~°C l6~~ C
95°C 165°C

100 Kth/hr 100,000 26 42 165, 000 37 70
200 Kth/hr 200,000 33 55 330,000 49 89
500 Kth/hr 500,000 50 81 825,000 74., 132

• 1,000 Kth/hr 1,000,000 (62)1104 1,650,000 89~ 172
1,500 Kth/hr 1,500,000 (72) 132 2,500,000 (100) 200

(1) Very dubious values (see text).

a 
Distribution is at the same temperature as transport.

The hypotheses for population are those already assumed for Case
I, Table II.

For reasons explained earlier the columns concerning Type II hous-
ing are of only very slight interest insofar an formulation of an
installation policy is concerned. It is prodent to maintain a
corresponding distance with respect to Type I housing.

The values indicated for 1,000 and 1,500 Kth/hr at 95°C should
be viewed as highly dubious. It would seem that it would be lo-
gical to double or triple the piping and to limit distances to
50 kilometers.

Consideration of phased construction may lead to analogous consi-
derations concerning heavy flows of 1,000 to 1,500 Kth/hr ; even
at 165°C, the limiting distances would then be around 80 to 100
kilometers. You will note that 1,500 Kth per hour would mean
pipelines 1300mm in diameter at 165°C.

Construction all at once of 1000— to 1500—Kth/hr feeders is con-
ceivable to connect a f eeder with a community already equipped
completely with distribution facilities, but not if you are talk—

• ing about a community just in the process of providing itself
>. with such equipment , because that would lead to too—early comple—

a tion of a system which would be fully utilized only 10 or 15 years
later. This would give rise to costly intertin interest costs,
not to mention excessive heat losses.

- 
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All the calculations concerning the cases in Tables II and III
were arrived at by assuming that the feeder was supplying a sin-
gle client. They let you get an idea of the outside limits of
distance for supplying a major but isolated community. When you
have several communities close to one another , they can perhaps
be supplied by a single f eeder or by several feeders with a corn—
mon trunk line, which is obviously a factor in its favor. There
still has to be a study made for each individual case. By the
same token, a small town on the Line toward a bog one (1) can
take advantage of the big one ’s feeder , just as a medium—size
town just beyond a big one can be supplied by means of a common
main, even if it lies outside the zone where it might expect
such service were it totally isolated.

The f act remains, though, that distances of 35 to 50 kilometers
for hot water and of 80 to 100 kilometers for superheated water
seem perforce to constitute absolute practical maxima even in
exceptionally favorable cases. We are a long way from some peo-
ple’s midnight pipe—dreams.....

F. The roles heat—storage can play —

Seasonal storage will indeed, if we manage to develop it at rea-
sonable rates, let us even out heat product ion by spreading it
over the year (and hence maybe let us use the technique of up—
ping the condenser temperature, also known as the counter—pres-
sure technique), or again, in summer, to use some drawdown tech—
nique instead of going on with electricity production not needed
at that time, to produce calories to be used in winter, at which
point we can legitimately discount them at marginal cost which
may even be lower than the cost as shown by a margin computation
(since these calories would be replacing a product for which there
is no market); better utilization of plants is assured, and
might even be translated into a drop in the cost of a kilowatt
hour .

If storage is handled on the production site, the problem of
transport remains the same as in the “no storage” case: cover—
ing basic needs out of storage, peak demand handled by local
heating plants. The appearance of a margin capable of covering
storage costs then comes via a reduction in production costs
through regularization of production. Combined production of
heat and electricity is reflected in a rise in the base of power
production which becomes a mixed base. The problem of the avail-
able martin for storage is to be found on the level of the over-
all national syst em of electric power production and of the djj~~c—
tion it takes.

If storage is done on the consumption site, it becomes possible
to start your distribution from the storage facility, rather than
from transport , which eliminates the problem of winter peaks and
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backup heat ing plants. The cost of transport then is linked with
the rate of production, no longer tied to the pace of consump-
tion ; transport is either distributed over the year (with the
equivalent duration of transport then exceeding 4000 to 5000 hours),
which diminishe, your transport coat , or are concentrated in
summertime and winter slack hours, which comes to the same thing
because the electricity for pumping then is billed at slack or
summer rates, corresponding to marginal power production, which
makes it possible to use smaller pipe diameters (1), with the
increased consumption being covered by the cut in average rates.

(1) It can be shown that at minimal transport costs, there is a
constant relationship, no matter what the equivalent operating
schedule, between the annual pumping cost ( power consumption plus
pump maintenance plus pump amortization, with the latter item
very small) and on the other hand the annual cost of amortizing
the transport pipeline. Pumping represent s 30 percent of that
annual cost . By using cheaper energy f or pumping, you cut down
on your annual costs. In the final analysis, the opt imal pipe-
line diameter will depend on economic considerations rather than
on technical ones, most part icularly on the selling price for
the electricity used for pumping.

Increasing the storage margin can then lead to a cut in the cost
of transport, over equal distance. But then the problem arises

a at the level of storage technology. That seems to be very sen-
sitive to the scale effect : consumption—site storage facilities
may well turn out to be a lot of very small facilities, more costly
than big ones in investments, operation, and losses. We need a
better knowledge of the technical potentials of storage facili-
ties before this problem can be approached on a practical basis .

Lastly, the solution embracing bot h storage at the plant site and
at the consumption site or at least on site for the biggest con-
sumers, is worth looking into. It looks as though large—scale
common storage sites could profitably be shared by several con-
sumers .

Extending the annual hours of transport beyond 4,000 to 5,000
hours or concentrating them in summertime (so as to take advan-
tage of cheaper Kwh) do not cut down transport costs and do not
expand the profitability radii to any considerable extent (10
percent at most). Doing away with backup and emergency plants
gives a margin of 0.5 centimes per Kth; and the margin that
might stem fromcuts in production costs due to the availability
of storage, if it is really cheap, can put an additional edle on
it. (We should not conclude froli this remark that the benefits
of storage are nugatory: they have to do more frequently less
with a decline in the specific price per therm delivered than
with the quant ity of thernis delivered from the plant to the con—
sumer, to replace local production.
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G. Potable hot water and its role in the
economics of heat transport.

4

The statistics on real consumption, particularly those which
have been gathered in electrically heated dwellings, show that
an average household consumes around 2500 Kwh per year, or 30 Kwh
per square meter (or 26 therm.).

With electric heat ing, the best solution is local heating by in—
dividual storage (cost 4 .4 francs per square meter per year ac-
cording to the statistics). But in these statistics, electrici-
ty is charged off at a single mean rate from a common meter for
all individual domestic uses, whereas in reality water is heated
in slack hours without increasing the power load and it would
therefore be more logical to assign it a slack—hour rate without
the fixed rate, or 7 centimes per Kwh (8~ per therm), and hencein the final analysis a cost of 2.10 francs ocr square meter per
year.

If potable hot water is produced along with hot —water heat ing,
consumption is far greater.

In effect , either the potable water is prepared at the level of
an average building with a small distribution system, which means
that in summert ime you have to keep in service to that building
the primary heating system of a setup whose absolute losses are
the same as in midwinter, and hence that the relative losses are
sharply increased.

If , on the contrary, your potable hot water is prepared at the
plant level , it requires a very extensive distribution system
whose losses will perforce be very high when you relat e them to
a small flow for distribution of hot water. This is complicated
by the fact that, to avoid making a user at slack hours run enor-
mous amounts of cold or lukewarm water before he gets really hot
water , and to cause him to empty only a reasonable quantity from
the cold pipes, large hot—water distribution systems are in ac-
tuality closed loops with permanent circulation into which the
short hookups for consumers are plugged.

You can see that, in a system like this, the losses are going to
be considerable: this is why we generally take 4000 therms per
year as the consumption mean f or a dwelling, instead of 2100
(the equivalent of 2500 Kwh) for individual electric production.

Another factor in the problem of providing potable hot water from
a collective heat ing installation is that superheating water calls
for a minimum t perature in the outgoing heat distribution cir—
cuit (which is g.*.rslly est imated at 80°C), whereas heat alone
could get along in spring and fall with lower outgoing tempera-
tures, which would make it possible to reduce system losses by
quite some and no little. Providing hot water is responsible for
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quite a bit of those losses, because it is the thing that pushes
them up by requiring that the setting of the primary circuits be-

‘ low 80°c be a setting for variable flow and constant temperature
(at least 80°C), whereas a variable temperature at constant flow
would be more advant ageous. (1)

(1) This is true only of therms relatively costly at the plant
site and in the distribution systems. With free or very cheap
therms, it is on the contrary to your advantage to vary the flow
and hold the temperature constant so as to cut down pumping costs
because you don ’t care a hoot about losses. For long—dist ance
transport the situation is the same, and unless you are dealing
with theras that are really very costly at the point of origin,
the pumping cost is greater than that of losses, and it is pref e—
rable to transport with modulation of flow and outgoing tempera—
ture practically fixed, with the return temperature inevit ably
dependent on utilization conditions.

We have a comlex question here, and you will understand that we
can talk about it only in necessarily clumsy and approximate terms..
We can assume that therms consumed in winter ( approximately 50
percent of the total), being marginal with relation to heating,
would cost about the same as therms for “heat ing. ” But the fact

‘ is that therms consumed during the summer (the other half ) have
a cost equal to the cost of production because it costs almost
nothing to transport them. The specific consumption of energy
for pumping per therm varies just about as the square of the flow
and the summer flow may be only 20 percent of the winter flow,
consumption per therm in summer is only 4 percent of the specific
consumption in winter ; the electric energy being also much less
costly in summer than in winter, the specific cost of transport
in summer turns out in the end to be only 2 to 3 percent of the
cost of transport in winter , and is therefore negligible.

We can therefore assume that the cost per therm in potable hot wa-
ter is equal to:

~ the price per heating therm
delivered

+ ~ the price per therm at the
production plant.

But hot water gives rise to enormous losses (generally equal to
the heat really utilized) : the price of the “hot water” therm
really utilized is therefore in the final analysis equal to:

price of a heating therm delivered in winter
+ price of a therm at the plant in summer.

~ 
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If we assume that the price of the delivered therm is competitive
with oil heat (marginal price less than 4.8 centinies), and if the
price of the therm at the plant is 2.5 to 3 cent imes (at 95°C or
165°C after 1985 and before 1980), the total price will come to
around 7.8 cent imes in 1980, 7.3 centimes after 1985, and is very
close to the cost you get with electric heat with storage, with
investments, although different in kind, comparable in both cases.

What we have here is a blank operation, with the differences f ound
insignificant in view of the approximat e nature of the considera-
tions we could entertain in this field.

The situation, however, looks very favorable for supplying potable
hot water fron a heating system. In f act , that supply might lo-
gically be written off in summer at marginal cost , because modi-
fications to plants are obviously amortized by winter or between—
season consumption in parallel with heat ; one can logically not -;

amortize them on summer production and hence discount it at l.76~(before 1980) or l.3lcentimes (after 1985), or even less insofar
as it replaces electricity production for which there is no demand.
We might go so far as to allow only for the cost of the nuclear
fuel, and that brings us out with 0.20 or 0.30 cent imes per therm.
The conslusion at this point is simple: combined supply of potable
hot water will always be economically profitable, but you must —

not count on it as increasing your competitive stance: it will
always be an ancillary source of profit .

GENERA L CONSLUSIONS

These are obvious:

A. On the general level -

a. Electric heating is already the imperative choice over domestic
oil heat in the sinzle—family dwelling; an increase in the price
of fuel in the future can only heighten this competitive advan-
tage.

b. In towns or subdivisions which can be supplied from mixed elec-
tric power stations, it would seem that hot water or superheated
water heating has a sound competitive edge. However, superheated
water given present available technology enjoys a net advantage
once the transport distances exceed a few kilometers. Using t’low—
t emperature” calories would be interesting only if very considerable
progress massively lowered their transport cost. Even so, the in-
terest would still be limited.

c. A good technolo~v for seasonal storage of heat would cpnsjde—~~ably increase the incentive for electric power plants to produce
heat . By raising the level of the electricity base, which would
then be a common base , it would lead to a simultaneous drop in the
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prices of both heat and electricity. It would make it feasible
to use certain heat production technologies which are now either
out of the question or confined to limited use because of their
rigidity (counter—pressure systems). Finally, the result would
be a di~{nution in heat pollution in summer due to electric power
plants, the only real one. -

B. As for the spatial limits to competitiveness,
they are these:

Extremely important though it may be in relation to fuel or elec-
tricity for superheated water produced by plants (40 to 160 kilo-
meters according to the size of the client community);

Important for hot water under the same conditions (low—tempera-
ture calories at 95°C) with lower limits, however (several tens
of kilometers);

On the other hand zero or very sli~htfor that same hot water whenyou compare it with superheated water which could be produced in
the same plants.

For the very large transport system , it is obvious that the fu-
ture belongs to superheated water rather than to hot water. It
is better not to fall victim to the “low temperature” psychosis
which seems to have attacked some of our contemporaries since the
oil crisis. (1)

4

(1) The relatively low cost of crude oil and its all but conti-
nuous decline over the past decade werehard].y conducive to conser-
vation. That led to a failure to pay adequate attention to combined
processes for producing hear and electricity, and to the fuel
economies to which they would give rise. The oil crisis triggered
a reaction which, in some people, went beyond measure. They as-
signed excessive importance to the initial cost of therm produc-
tion and underestimated the problems of transport and utilization.
The cost of production of a therm is f urthermore incorrectly esti-
mated as a result of the over—simplified and oft en abusive appli-
cation in the economic domain of a factor of technical equivalence
between loss of electrical production and loss of head production.
Lastly, they have forgotten that with the low relative cost of
nuclear fuels, the rise of nuclear power would rather tend to re—
establish the conditions which were at the root of the status quo
ante.
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